
On the following two pages is the regular-size template with several border lines. The 
outside black border is the edge of the cut mask, including seam allowance. The green 
line is approximately where the edge of the visible part of the mask is. The space 
between the green and black lines will not be visible, but your image should bleed 
past the green line, so that there is no white, unprinted border around your image.
The space between the green and yellow lines is a suggested border if you want 
your image to have a frame. 
The red lines on each side help line up images to match the other side. Feel free to 
draw your own where you need them. 

Notice how the red lines are drawn at the 
edges of key points on the image to make 
sure both sides line up.

Here is an example of a mask with a 
border. 

Here is an early example of an ineffective design. Lining up 
text and images with the bottom of the mask seems like a 
good idea --until you put it on. 
Also, keep in mind the parts of the mask which will be less 
visible under the chin.



1 inch
This box is one inch, but don’t worry about getting 
your image exact. The shape is what’s important; I 
will make the size right on my end. 

Regular size mask template, your right side, all lines. (This side will be on the 
right side of your face. It is on the left side from the perspective of the viewer.)

Suggested angle for 

text and images



Regular size mask template, your left side, all lines

When I added these guidelines to this side, I 

copy-pasted the lines, then did a horizontal 

flip. This is also how you would line up the 

red lines on your image if you are using a 

computer. If you want to print a template to 

draw on, you can match up your guidelines 

by tracing.



Regular size mask, your right side, with only a seam allowance marked. This seam allowance is a 
generous approximation, and your image should bleed past it. Any important part of your image 
can only get close to the inside of it.



Regular size mask, your left side, with seam allowance line shown.



Regular size mask, your right side with no inside lines.



Regular size mask, your left side with no inside lines.



Large size mask, your right side, with all guidelines



Large size mask, your left side, with all guidelines



Large size mask, your right side, only showing seam allowance



Large size mask, your left side, only showing seam allowance



Kid or toddler size, all guide-
lines (the shape is the same for 
both sizes, I will scale them 
appropriately.)



Kid or toddler size, 
showing only seam 
allowance



Kid or toddler size, 
only the outside line


